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Operational Definition of PPPOperational Definition of PPP

A PPP is a long-term contractual 
agreement between a public agency 
(federal, state or local) and a private 
sector party.  This secures funding, 
construction or refurbishment, 
operation and maintenance of an 
infrastructure project and the delivery 
of a service that traditionally had been 
undertaken or provided by the public 
sector. 

The term covers a spectrum of 
models, from management contracts 
to joint ventures and partial 
privatisations. 
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Due diligence applied in Project Due diligence applied in Project 
PreparationPreparation

Rationale in Project selection for public authorities and 
EBRD

EBRD’s additionality as a broker to mitigate political risk 
and to attract private sector financing

– Comfort to participating commercial parties 

– Comfort towards the Government as the Bank has done its own 
due diligence

– Promote commercial fairness

– EBRD to bridge gap between publiv and private sectors



Due diligence applied in Project Due diligence applied in Project 
Preparation (cont.)Preparation (cont.)
Most common project configuration
– General letter of support attached to tender documentation

– EBRD financing available as EBRD did the screening

Mitigating risks during project preparation
– Risk of unfair commercial offers

– Assure fair and open competition

Need for adequate legal framework
– Good drafting of tender documentation

– Resolution of disputes

– Concession agreement to provide sharing of any benefits on debt 
refinancing



Rationale in Project selection

Public authorities often seek to mobilise 
private capital, where the magnitude of the 
capital investment required compared with a 
public authority’s ability to incur debt renders 
projects unfeasible.  

EBRD will select a project when it perceives 
to be a primary catalyst to attract private 
sector finance.



EBRD’s additionality as a broker

EBRD’s involvement in a transaction with the private sector is 
thought to provide comfort to the participating commercial 
parties against political risks.  

EBRD also provides comfort to the government hosting the 
transaction in that the Bank has undertaken its own due 
diligence, including the undertaking of a cost/benefit analysis for 
the transaction.  

The presence of EBRD in the transaction is construed as an 
endorsement of its commercial fairness. 

The Bank may also act as an honest broker seeking to bridge 
the gap between the public and private sectors in any dispute 
arising



Most common project configuration

The Bank provides a general letter of support 
attached to the tender documents distributed to all 
reputable bidders, indicating its interest in providing 
financing to the preferred bidder. 

Bidders can therefore take comfort in the fact that 
Bank’s financing will be available for the project and 
that the process has been screened by the EBRD, to 
some extent mitigating potential challenges at a later 
stage. 



Mitigating risks during project Mitigating risks during project 
preparationpreparation

The risk of accepting an unfair commercial offer can 
be addressed by the government appointing 
experienced and competent advisers, who can assist 
the government in its evaluation of the various bids.
If there is a fair and open competition, then to some 
extent the market will ensure that the government 
achieves a fair deal for the risk allocation proposed. 
If, however, the project is not attractive to the 
commercial market, substantial negotiations with one 
bidder will generate an  outcome that will not have 
been tested by the market. 



Need for adequate legal frameworkNeed for adequate legal framework

A good drafting of tender documentation and of the 
concession agreements themselves will contribute 
also to the smooth running of the concession.  

Provision may be made for resolution of disputes to 
avoid the adversarial positions necessitated by going 
to a court of law.  

The concession agreement should also provide for 
the sharing of any benefits on debt refinancing 
between the public and the private sector. 



Diversity of outcomes in project Diversity of outcomes in project 
implementationimplementation

Country experiences. 

Lack of institutional memory. 

Public sector skills deficits. 

Issues found in current projects. 



Country experiencesCountry experiences

The countries in which the Bank has had most experience are 
Hungary, where there has been five projects and two 
refinancings and Bulgaria with 4 financings.  In the other EBRD 
countries, there have been two or fewer projects.  

While Hungary was successfully implementing the M6 PPP 
motorway tender, its PPP prison programme failed and was 
withdrawn, as the skills acquired in the Ministry of Economy and
Transport were not made available outside the Ministry.

In Early Transition Countries, two PPPs where put forward in 
Georgia and one in each of Albania, Armenia, and Moldova. 
Only the Albanian PPP was the subject of a classic and 
smoothly implemented tender.



Lack of institutional memoryLack of institutional memory

A prime contributing factor to the failure to turn 
individual PPP projects into a pipeline of transactions 
is that deals have been promoted by individual 
sectorial ministries/municipalities. 
As a consequence the PPP skills acquired which 
transcend sectorial considerations and could have 
been brought to bear for subsequent projects in 
different sectors have been lost.  
This argues in favour of the establishment of a supra-
ministerial PPP unit to oversee the development of 
PPPs across sectors.



Public sector skills deficitsPublic sector skills deficits

To a greater or lesser extent in the newly acceded 
countries of the EU where EBRD operates there is a 
public sector skills deficit. The scarce skills are mostly 
dedicated to prepare the dossiers to access EU grant 
funds, with PPPs largely taking secondary priority. 

In Poland, there were limited government resources 
for the preparation of dossiers for grants and the 
government has been ambivalent to PPPs. As a 
consequence there is little sign of further PPPs in the 
pipeline. 



Issues found in current projectsIssues found in current projects

At present there is a serious initiative in Russia to 
develop PPPs for transport water and waste water 
infrastructures. 

The procurement of services in the long term 
contracts, however, do not currently meet the EBRD 
PPP Financing Guidelines. 

In Kazakhstan, the process is undergoing evaluation 
and a new concessions law has recently been 
approved by the President. 



Lessons Learned from Ex Post Lessons Learned from Ex Post 
EvaluationEvaluation

Overall

Energy Sector

Water Utilities and District Heating

Roads

Ports



OverallOverall

During the last ten years the Evaluation Department of EBRD 
(EvD) has evaluated 14 projects in power and energy, MEI and 
transport that included a PPP component. 
One challenge was the identification of proper financial 
incentives to attract and maintain a private sector contribution to 
services where revenues are constrained by price or tariffs 
ceilings. 
Another challenge was to find enough legal protection to the 
private sector for contracts that were to be enforced in a weak 
legal and regulatory framework. 
Other problems came from lack of continuity in the commitment 
of public administration and government counterparts to the 
PPP. 



Energy: Incentives to improve Energy: Incentives to improve 
construction efficiencyconstruction efficiency

In the Latvia Energy Sector Emergency Investment 
Project, the refurbishing of the engine/compressor 
units of a gas storage installation was carried out 
through an engineering, procurement and 
construction management (EPCM) contract with a 
private company. 
A lesson learned from the project is that the Bank can 
successfully introduce EPCM contracts in the power 
and energy sector, if the contract is awarded after an 
open competitive tender and includes bonus-related 
incentives for early completion and meeting cost 
standards (OPER 1998). 



Water Utilities and District Heating: there is Water Utilities and District Heating: there is 
no substitute to strong regulatorsno substitute to strong regulators

Water Utilities and District Heating: There is no 
substitute to strong regulators. 
The design for the Sofia water project tried to 
eliminate the need for a regulatory agency through a 
strong contract language and the creation of a 
contract management unit within the Municipality.  
This approach, however, proved to be unproductive 
partly due to the weakness of the staff and partly due 
to the need for an on-going independent regulatory 
function A similar lesson was drawn from the Harpen 
District Heating project.



Roads: PPPs may need state financial Roads: PPPs may need state financial 
supportsupport

The lack of a revenue guarantee (in whatever 
form) appears to be the main flaw in the 
Hungary toll Motorway project. 

As a result, the issue of short term financial 
sustainability was not sufficiently addressed. 
The market risk could not be entirely borne by 
the financiers and some form of state support 
appeared to be an essential ingredient in the 
commercial success of the project.



Ports: PPPs in weak legal frameworks Ports: PPPs in weak legal frameworks 
requires strong risk mitigationrequires strong risk mitigation

In the Giurgiulesti Port project (Moldova), the 
simple transfer of the risk to the Government 
was not well thought through. 

Better analysis and identification of 
safeguards against the risk of an increasing 
black market, possibly combined with the 
definition of milestones which monitor 
Government undertakings, could have 
contributed to a better project design 



EBRDEBRD’’s recommendations for best s recommendations for best 
practicepractice

Contract design

Operator selection

Contract implementation and monitoring



Contract design 1: SpecificationsContract design 1: Specifications

Clear output specification of the scope and quality of 
the services to be delivered by the private operator 

Clarify ahead any tariff subsidy required to allow the 
private operator to recover costs and earn an agreed 
return on investment.  

The cost of service should include operating and 
maintenance expenses, depreciation, and an agreed 
return on capital 



Contract design 2: Allocation of Contract design 2: Allocation of 
responsibilities and related risksresponsibilities and related risks

Risks derive from the uncertain future development of demand 
and cost variables, including interest rates and foreign exchange 
rates.  Best practice usually requires that where a risk can be 
laid off for a commercially reasonable cost, then such risk may 
be borne by the private sector, 

Private operators may be unwilling to accept substantial 
exchange rate risk.  In such circumstances, either the public 
contracting authority should bear some of the exchange rate 
risk, or the operator may be allowed to share some risk with 
customers, or the government may step in as the taker of risk of
last resort.



Contract Design 3: TariffsContract Design 3: Tariffs

Tariff adjustment rules often allow changes in the costs of 
certain inputs to be passed through to customers.  

Alternatively, the contract may have tariff indexation formulas 
that allow tariffs to be adjusted at regular intervals. Tariff resets 
involve a set of rules, principles and processes to adjust tariffs in 
a predictable way.  

Other best practice rules regarding risk allocation specify 
performance bonuses and penalties, government or contracting 
authority guarantees, and the compensation paid to, or by, the 
private operator when the PPP contract is terminated. 



Operator SelectionOperator Selection

Procurement process should be: 

clear and transparent (explicit contract objectives, 
understanding of the tender process); 

fair (level playing field where all bidders compete on 
equal terms); and 

cost-effective (cost and duration of the bidding 
corresponds to the potential rewards from winning).  



Contract Implementation and Contract Implementation and 
MonitoringMonitoring

monitor the performance of each party’s 
obligations under the contract; 

address poor performance; 

resolve disputes between parties; 

adjust tariff and service standards; and

renegotiate the contract, if justified.  



6. Conclusion6. Conclusion

Making use of lessons learned

Establish PPP unit and central government level

Maintain know-how

Introduce standardisation 

Clarity in market

Facilitate repeat transactions

Consistent government position
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